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What Makes a Data-GIF Understandable?
Xinhuan Shu, Aoyu Wu, Junxiu Tang, Benjamin Bach, Yingcai Wu, and Huamin Qu
Abstract—GIFs are enjoying increasing popularity on social media as a format for data-driven storytelling with visualization; simple
visual messages are embedded in short animations that usually last less than 15 seconds and are played in automatic repetition. In
this paper, we ask the question, “What makes a data-GIF understandable?” While other storytelling formats such as data videos,
infographics, or data comics are relatively well studied, we have little knowledge about the design factors and principles for “data-GIFs”.
To close this gap, we provide results from semi-structured interviews and an online study with a total of 118 participants investigating the
impact of design decisions on the understandability of data-GIFs. The study and our consequent analysis are informed by a systematic
review and structured design space of 108 data-GIFs that we found online. Our results show the impact of design dimensions from our
design space such as animation encoding, context preservation, or repetition on viewers understanding of the GIF’s core message.
The paper concludes with a list of suggestions for creating more effective Data-GIFs.
Index Terms—Data-GIFs, Data-driven Storytelling, Evaluation
1 INTRODUCTION
The popularity of data-driven storytelling has grown rapidly these
years. Media outlets such as The New York Times [4], The Washington
Post [6], FlowingData [3], and The Pudding [5], are actively crafting
data stories with visualizations. A large palette of data stories result in
diverse genres in narrative visualization, such as infographics, comics,
slideshows, and videos [57]. Each genre possesses unique character-
istics and affords opportunities for various communication scenarios,
e.g., integrating text and graphics, leveraging linear and non-linear
sequences, as well as combining both visual and auditory stimuli.
In parallel with the advances of these established genres, we see a
recent surge of attention and interests in “data-GIFs” [1, 32], an emerg-
ing format that tells data stories with visualization. Typically, GIFs are
short animations, usually less than 15 seconds, played in automatic rep-
etition, and focusing on a single core message. These small animated
visualizations are saved in the form of Graphics Interchange Format
(GIF), making them easily accessible online. Data-GIFs are endowed
with unique properties for communicating data insights. For exam-
ple, compared to data videos [7]—a narrative visualization genre with
longer playing time, more information, and potentially more complex
narratives structures—data-GIFs are simpler with a shorter specific
message and are more concise in terms of size and duration. They
can be quickly loaded and automatically played and repeated, thereby
supporting prompt reading and understanding. Moreover, GIFs capture
viewers’ attention with motion effects [12]. Given the growing use and
desirable properties, we argue data-GIFs are a distinct and promising
genre for data-driven storytelling, worth of research and discussion.
However, the visualization research community has not yet given
much consideration to data-GIFs. First, we lack an understanding of the
current practices surrounding data-GIF designs. What factors should
be considered when creating data-GIFs? Prior studies [12, 39] have
examined the content of animated GIFs, but their findings cannot fully
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contextualize data visualizations with different visual manifestations
and communication goals. Given its roles for data-driven storytelling,
the GIF design should involve specific considerations to craft data
stories, compared to the known design principles for animated visu-
alizations [34, 64]. More importantly, it remains unclear what makes
a data-GIF understandable to its intended audience. We have little
knowledge about the performance and effectiveness of data-GIFs for
communicating data stories. For example, what does a data-GIF show
over time? and are animations easy to understand? Also, animation is
commonly questioned to be inadequate to preserve the context and track
the changes [55]. How do data-GIFs present the frame sequence and
facilitate the comprehension? In addition, as Munzner [51] claimed
“giving people the ability to pause and replay the animation is much bet-
ter than only seeing it a single time straight through”, the performance
of data-GIFs raises questions, since they do not allow the manipulation
of the playing progress but automatically repeat the animation.
In this paper, we set out to address the question: “What makes a
data-GIF understandable?” Our work is the first to systematically
explore data-GIFs as a distinct and promising medium for data-driven
storytelling. To this end, we build a collection of 108 real-world data-
GIFs from a wide range of online websites such as social media, news
portals, and personal blogs. We then summarize the design practices
based on the curated data-GIFs, whereby extracting the design factors
from intra-frame and inter-frame perspectives, i.e., visualization types
and navigation progress, animation encoding, context preservation, and
repetition, respectively (Sec. 3). The analysis of the design space helps
us figure out specific characteristics that distinguish data-GIFs from
other storytelling mediums. We conduct a qualitative study through
interviews (Sec. 4), complemented by an extensive online study (Sec.
5), involving a representative subset of 20 of our collected real-world
GIFs in order to reduce the study’s complexity. The studies collect
a variety of data including observation, think-aloud protocols, ques-
tionnaires, and subjective feedback. The results indicate that many
design factors have an impact on the understandability of data-GIFs. In
the end, we summarize a set of design suggestions for creating more
effective data-GIFs, and discussed the limitations and future research
directions. All materials including the entire GIF corpus, labeled design
space, and supplementary materials for interviews and online studies
can be found online: https://data-gifs.github.io. The major
contributions are:
 The structured design space based on a corpus of 108 data-GIFs,
which summarizes current practices and extracts key design factors.
 Exploratory user studies that gain insights into the effect of different
data-GIF designs from the standpoints of audiences.
 A set of design suggestions for creating more effective data-GIFs.
2 RELATED WORK
We situate our work related to research on data-driven storytelling, ani-
mated GIFs and visualization, and studies to measure understandability.
2.1 Genres in Data-driven Storytelling
Narrative visualization has been widely used to communicate data in-
sights to the public. Segel and Heer [57] first identified seven genres in
2010: magazine style, annotated charts, posters, flow charts, comics,
slideshows, and videos. Since then, researches appeared to inform the
design of each genre (e.g., [7, 11, 50, 56, 61]), as well as the generation
methods (e.g., [9, 43, 44, 60, 65]). In this work, we position data-GIFs
as an emerging genre for data-driven storytelling with increasing popu-
larity, which possesses distinct visual features and deserves discussion.
For example, data-GIFs usually convey a single short message
through animated visualization in automatic repetition and without
sound. Regarding this, data videos consist of complex narrative struc-
tures (i.e., establisher, initial, peak, and release) with accompanying
audio narration [7, 22, 59], thus presenting more information and re-
quiring a higher cost from both creators and audiences. After further
investigation on the design practices, we found obvious differences of
design features and strategies between data videos and data-GIFs (as
shown in Sec. 3), such as animation mapping, context preservation,
and repetition. On the other hand, data-GIFs with a sequence of frames
can help communicate the dynamic process, compared to static single
images [35]. Moreover, the prevalence of smartphones promotes a
design trend that displays data-GIFs on the phone and small multiples
on the desktop [18, 19]. Given the differences and growing popularity,
we looked into data-GIFs, providing a detailed analysis on the design
space and examining their potential for data-driven storytelling.
2.2 Animated GIFs and Animated Visualization
Created in 1987, animated GIFs are becoming ubiquitous online in
recent years. Specifically, Bakhshi et al. [12] found that animated GIFs
were more engaging than other kinds of media such as pictures and
videos on the social media platform, Tumblr. They also identified
several significant factors that contribute to these engaging GIFs, in-
cluding the animation, storytelling capabilities, and emotion expression.
Furthermore, some studies [23, 41] have trained models to predict per-
ceived emotions of viewers for animated GIFs. Despite the engagement,
Jiang et al. [39] found that viewers may have diverse interpretation of
animated GIFs in communication.
In this work, we examined a subset of animated GIFs, i.e., data-GIFs,
which are used to convey data-driven stories and are predominantly
visualization-based. Groege first elaborated the idea of data-GIFs with
a small collection of examples [32]. These examples present different
properties from generic animated GIFs which are mainly derived from
video clips or image stacking, since data-GIFs are designed to commu-
nicate data insights. However, few work follows up to study data-GIFs
in depth, leaving an unclear design space. Our work thus takes the step
towards this direction with a wider range of data-GIFs, and investigates
the underlying stories and designs.
In practice, data-GIFs commonly incorporate animation in visualiza-
tion. Despite the controversy of using animation for analysis [24, 55],
researchers generally agree on the advantage of animation for commu-
nication [49, 58]. For example, animated representations are useful to
convey transitions in statistical data graphics [34, 45] and communicate
uncertainty to the public [42]. Amini et al. [8] studied data clips as
building blocks to compose longer data videos, and showed that incor-
porating animation in data clips can improve understandability. Instead,
data-GIFs present another practice of using animation for storytelling,
which concisely narrate a short but full story per se and automatically
repeat the animation. It is different from existing animated visualization
and has not yet been evaluated. Therefore, in this work, we explore the
design practice of data-GIFs and examine their communication effects.
2.3 Empirical Research to Measure Understandability
Researches in Information Visualization put great efforts on measuring
data visualization comprehension. Specifically, researchers develop a
multitude of test questions for static data visualizations and tasks to
assess visualization literacy in a multiphase procedure [47]. Börner et
al. [17] collected qualitative interview feedback from the general public
to analyze their comprehension with static visualization. However,
these works relate to users understandability of static visualization for
analysis tasks [21]. Our work studies how people interpret an animated
data-GIF as a communicative visualization, e.g., which design helps or
hinders the understanding of the intended content.
Studies on communicative visualization assess the effects of differ-
ent designs on viewers comprehension [46]. For instance, Bateman
et al. [13] measured interpretation accuracy of embellished and non-
embellished charts with a set of tests. Amini et al. [8] asked questions
about the content to compare the comprehensibility of animated charts
and pictographs with static versions in data videos. Finally, Wang et
al. [67] designed comprehension questions to assess the understandabil-
ity of data comics with infographics and text; quantitative and quali-
tative results showed data comics were generally easier to understand.
Similarly, we collect qualitative descriptions to analyze the effects of
various GIF designs on viewers’ understandability, complemented by
accuracy of comprehension questions from the online study.
3 DATA-GIF DESIGN IN PRACTICE
To gain insights into the roles of data-GIFs in data-driven storytelling,
we conduct an empirical study to collect real-world data-GIFs and
analyze their design practices. Our goal is to explore the design space
of data-GIFs and capture the specialities of data-GIF designs that might
influence the understandability.
3.1 Survey on Data-GIFs
Our survey was motivated by the small pilot corpus from Lena Groeger
[32], which presented 18 data-GIF examples and classified them ac-
cording to the content, e.g., showing the temporal process, distribution,
different views, or little stories. By inspecting this collection, we formu-
lated an initial understanding of data-GIF designs and considered their
roles in data storytelling. Therefore, we expanded the corpus with 40
data-GIFs published by the leading media outlets on the social media
platforms, news websites, and blogs, such as The New York Times, Fi-
nancial Times, Flowing Data, and Google Trends. To further inform the
design space, we collected another 50 data-GIFs from heterogeneous
sources through Google advanced image search for GIFs with keywords
including “data”, “visualization”, “statistics”, and “graphics”.
We established three selection criteria to improve the representative-
ness of our corpus. First, it should convey insights supported by data
and contain at least one data visualization. Second, as our motivation
pertains to studying data-GIFs as a distinct narrative visualization genre,
we excluded GIFs for system demonstrations and animated infograph-
ics [52]. These GIFs do not leverage this format for the purpose of
data-driven storytelling. Third, we did not collect duplicate or tem-
plated forms of data-GIFs in the course of the survey, since the corpus
aims to span a wide range of visualizations types, animation designs,
and data stories in data-GIF practices.
As a result, we arrived at a corpus of 108 data-GIFs. While not
necessarily fully representative, our corpus presents necessary empirical
evidence to analyze the designs in current practices. The complete
corpus can be found on the website along with the original sources and
labeled design factors (as described in Sec. 3.3 and 3.4).
3.2 Data Analysis
Informed by our survey, we aimed to explore the design practices and
capture designs factors that might contribute to understandability. We
first computed the playback duration, which is a metadata feature (in-
cluded in the file by default) of animated GIFs and proven to have a
strong impact on the interpretation and engagement [12, 39]. Over-
all, the average duration of the collected data-GIFs is 11.87 seconds
(ranging from 1.4 seconds to 63 seconds), while 78.7% of the total
data-GIFs (85/108) last less than 15 seconds (suggested as the upper
limit for animated GIFs [30]), as shown in Fig. 1b.
Furthermore, we conducted a qualitative analysis to study the
content-based design factors of a data-GIF from two aspects:
• Intra-frame design: What visuals do data-GIFs commonly incor-
porate in each static frame to present content? and
• Inter-frame design: How do designers articulate the connection
between frames and craft animations based on the GIF format?
Animation Encoding Context Preservation Repetition
Inter-frame Design






























































Fig. 1. An overview of the design space (a) and the duration distribution (b) of 108 data-GIFs in our survey.
Subsequently, we drilled down into each aspect and captured specific
design factors. The whole design space was developed through an iter-
ative process, which started with an analysis of the 18 examples [32],
improved with several rounds of discussion among the authors for the
growing corpus, and finally refined with user feedback. Three of the
authors went through all the collected data-GIFs and completed the
coding based on the predefined scheme individually, whereby mis-
matches were resolved through discussions. Finally, we revised the
coding according to the feedback from the user studies. We introduce
our resulting five design factors (F1-F5) in the following two sections.
3.3 Intra-frame Design
Traditionally, GIFs are a consecutive sequence of frames played in
loops. Researches on animated GIFs commonly analyze their content
with regard to each frame. For example, prior studies [12, 41] compute
the per-frame content features of animated GIFs, such as the face
numbers and regions, to examine their impacts on communication and
engagement. In the context of data-driven storytelling, we consider the
content features for each frame from the perspectives of visualization
types and narrative progress.
F1: Visualization Types
Visualizations play a primary role in data-GIFs for conveying insights
with data. We first gain an overview of the visualization usage in a GIF
and calculate the number of different visualizations for each data-GIF.
We find that most data-GIFs (86.1%; 93) consist of exactly one type of
charts, and the rest contain two types. This finding is much different
from those obtained for data videos, which usually include multiple
scenes with different visualizations [7]. It suggests that data-GIFs
tend to have lower information density than data videos because of the
limitation of playback duration and communication modes.
Furthermore, we classify the visualization types based on Borkin
et al.’s taxonomy [16]. Visualization types are relatively limited in
data-GIFs, where basic charts predominate the corpus. As shown in Fig.
1, maps (38.0%; 41) were the most commonly used by a large margin, a
difference in frequency compared to static visualizations. Line (18.5%;
20) and bar (15.7%; 17) charts follow. However, pictograms which are
common in data videos [7] have rarely appeared in data-GIFs (4/108).
In summary, data-GIFs embrace simple and intuitive visualization
designs. This might be motivated by the needs to reduce cognitive load,
since GIFs could include overwhelming information but do not allow
users to control the pace and pause.
F2: Narrative Progress
In addition to visualizations, some data-GIFs incorporate designs of
narrative progress within each frame, which describes how viewers
identify the current playback progress (similar to navigation progress in
visual narrative flows [49]). For example, as shown in Fig. 2a, the GIF
provides a supplemental line chart which not only shows the increase
of the total cases but also indicates the progress over time. Another
example (Fig. 4c) directly uses a timeline to showcase the progress.
However, only a few data-GIFs (13/108) have integrated such obvious
navigation progress designs, thus requiring viewers to perceive the
playback progress themselves. This could be difficult especially under
the scenario of automatic repetition.
3.4 Inter-frame Design
This perspective captures the animated features of data-GIFs for articu-
lating the connection between frames. Designers leverage the natural
properties of the GIF format, such as the temporal context and auto-
matic loops, to improve the elaboration of data stories. Considering the
designs to describe the content relations within a repetition or between
repetitions, we have identified the following three factors.
Faceting Which Countries have Flattened the Curve for the Coronavirus?
Narrative Detroit's Debt and Revenue
Temporal How the Coronavirus Spread across the U.S.?






























































Fig. 2. Four data-GIFs with tailored keyframes demonstrating four animation types of data-GIFs. Text is enlarged to make the figure clear. (a)
Temporal: It shows the evolvement of the coronavirus in U.S. over time [62]. Shadowed callouts are added by paper authors to make the line chart
clear. (b) Faceting: It presents the curves for the coronavirus of several countries one by one [63]. (c) Narrative: It narrates a story by building up
the visualization scene [14]. (d) Setup: It animates the creation of a bar chart [54]. Original GIFs are attached in the supplementary materials.
Baseline The Shape-shifting US Income Distribution Trails Watch 118 Bird Species Migrate Across a Map of the Western Hemisphere
Overview The Fall And Rise Of U.S. Income Inequality
Average income for the top 1%
Average income for the bottom 90%
After 1980, 
only the top 1% saw 
their incomes rise.
Average income for the top 1%
Average income for the bottom 90%
Between 1930 and 1970s, 
only the bottom 90% saw 
their incomes rise.
Average income for the bottom 90%
Average income for the top 1%
Average income for the bottom 90%
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Fig. 3. Four data-GIFs with tailored keyframes demonstrating different context preservation techniques of data-GIFs. Shadowed circles in (b) and (c)
are our annotations. (a) Baseline: It preserves the distribution of the first year 1971 with the blue line [27]. (b) Trails: Each point for a bird leaves the
gray trails to show the migration trajectory [26]. (c) Overview: The gray points show an overview of the data, where each point indicates the value for
an upcoming year [2]. (d) Long Exposure: The colored line for the temperature change is growing spirally, and overlays on the previous [33]. We
provide the original GIFs in the supplementary materials.
F3: Animation Encoding
Frames in the data-GIF are arranged in a specific sequence to convey
stories, leading to the question, “what does the data-GIF show when
the GIF is playing?” We examine this by considering the informa-
tion encoded by the GIF playing progress. We find that the animation
can be divided into two categories, i.e., for temporal (62.0%; 67) and
non-temporal meaning (38.0%; 41). This might be due to the wide
utilization of animation for tracking changes over time [25, 35]. There-
fore, most data-GIFs in our corpus are found to convey a temporal
process. Referring to content relation in other narrative visualization
genres [8, 11], we further extract three different types of animations in
non-temporal data-GIFs, namely, faceting, narrative, and setup.
• Temporal (62.0%; 67) — The majority of data-GIFs communicate
temporal changes of a data set. One possible explanation might be
that people naturally link the temporal context with the GIF playing
progress, thereby resulting in a large number of data-GIFs in this
category. Specifically, some GIFs (Fig. 2a) describe the development
of data in a continuous, chronological sequence, and others (Fig. 3a)
may present data in multiple specific moments or time periods.
• Faceting (26.0%; 28) — Another portion of data-GIFs are designed
to show the facets of a data set in a series of frames respectively (refer
to the faceting pattern in data comics [11]). For example, different
data items are encoded in a set of frames regarding the same attribute
for comparison. Fig. 2b shows the curves of different countries for
the coronavirus successively. In addition, other GIFs can present
different attributes of a data item that deliver complementary views.
• Narrative (8.3%; 9) — This type builds a narration during the ani-
mation [11], where it introduces problems, provides data contexts,
and complements explanatory texts. Most are revealed in a step-by-
step presentation, guiding viewers’ attention along with the narrative
through highlighting and annotating as shown in Fig. 2c.
• Setup (3.7%; 4) — Data-GIFs in this portion animate the creation
of a visualization. The term learns from the setup animation in data
videos [8]. They only build the visualization scene but do not encode
data by the animation. For example, Fig. 2d shows that the bars are
growing and finally presents the number of total cases in multiple
countries. The process and speed do not encode information.
F4: Context Preservation
While animation is commonly criticized for not allowing viewers to
track the process, we find there exist designs in data-GIFs that help
reveal the connection among frames and keep the reading progress
contextualized. In this aspect, we summarize the techniques used in our
corpus of data-GIFs to answer the question, “how can viewers track the
previous data within a loop?” We describe the techniques with regard
to the extents of context preservation, i.e., no context preserved (59.2%;
64), partial context preserved (16.7%; 18), and entire context preserved
(24.1%; 26). Examining into the corpus, we further capture three
different techniques in partial context preservation, namely, baseline,
trails, and overview.
• No context preservation (59.2%; 64) — Most data-GIFs just play
the animation straight through and do not preserve previous data,
thus requiring the mental memory of viewers to follow the GIF.
For example, Fig. 2b switches among different countries and only
presents the current country per frame.
• Baseline (3.7%; 4) — Baseline designs freeze the content in the
first frame of the loop as a baseline during the animation, thereby
allowing for comparison with the later frames. Typically, it can
directly preserve the first frame and adjust the opacity to alleviate
clutter, as shown in Fig. 4a. Others may change the representation.
For example, Fig. 3a replaces the bar chart of the first year with a
blue line.
• Trails (9.3%; 10) — Trail designs track the data changes between
consecutive frames with the GIF playing. In Fig. 3b, each point
leaves a gray trail when it is moving, which indicates its previous
positions and speed. Another similar design is the superimposed trail
variant of Rosling’s animation [19, 55].
• Overview (3.7%; 4) — Several examples incorporate an overview in
the frame sequence, which presents a summary of data. For example,
in Fig. 3c, the gray points shown from the beginning foreshow the
upcoming points and guide the anticipation of the viewers.
• Long exposure (24.1%; 26) — This naming is borrowed from the
term in photography, which retains information from previous frames.
In data-GIFs, long exposure overlays data from all previous frames
on the current frame with the GIF playing (i.e., entirely context
preservation). As shown in Fig. 3d, the colored line is growing
spirally, and the new growth overlays on the previous one.
F5: Repetition
GIFs are particularly featured with automatic repetition, which can
influence the reading experience of viewers [12]. We consider the
between-loop design and examine the problem, “what happens after
the GIF is played once?” We identified three different approaches to
end the loop and start a new one.
• Loop (63.9%; 69) — Most data-GIFs do not have obvious designs
that enable viewers to identify the end or the start of a certain loop.
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Fig. 4. Three data-GIFs with tailored keyframes demonstrating three repetition techniques of data-GIFs. Some text is enlarged to make the figure
clear. (a) Loop: It directly starts a new loop [29]. (b) Pause: It inserts several same frames at the end before starting the next loop [40]. (c) Bounce:
It inserts several frames at the end of the loop, showing backwards animation [28]. We provide the original GIFs in the supplementary materials.
Specifically, some examples (Fig. 4a) directly start a new loop once
the last loop ends, while several GIFs transition from the end of the
last loop to the start of the new loop, completing a seamless transition
between two consecutive loops [63].
• Pause (25.9%; 28) — Some data-GIFs deliberately pause a while
before starting the new loop, thus forming a “freeze” of the last frame.
This technique helps viewers to clearly identify each repetition. Fig.
4b shows that several frames are inserted at the end of the last loop.
• Bounce (10.2%; 11) — A particular design is “bouncing”, where
data-GIFs play the animation once and then reverse it to the start
state of the loop. It works similarly to tracing back the history. For
example, Fig. 4c designs several frames with backwards animation
between the end and the start of the loop.
4 SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS
The above analysis presents a variety of design choices in visuals
and animation, leading to the question, “What makes a Data-GIF
understandable to its intended audience?” Therefore, we conducted
our first user study through a series of semi-structured interviews, which
aimed to investigate G1) how viewers read and understood data-GIFs in
the nature of automatic repetition, and G2) how each factor influences
comprehension. We recorded viewers’ reading experience in a think-
aloud approach and analyzed their qualitative feedback.
4.1 Stimuli
In this study, we aimed to understand viewers’ comprehension of dif-
ferent data-GIFs and their design decisions. To that end, we selected
GIFs representing a diverse range of designs from our design space
(Sec. 3). By referring to similar methodologies [10, 16, 53] and through
several rounds of small-scale pilot studies, we decided on a subset of
20 data-GIFs (approximately 20% of the total data-GIFs in our corpus)
as stimuli in our user studies (see supplementary materials. 11 of them
are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4). The frequency of each design in our
20 sample GIFs is shown in Fig. 5.
We acknowledged that in choosing representative GIFs, not all de-
signs could be accommodated to an equal number, making the samples
less a less controlled set with respect to the designs. However, the
major considerations were threefold and our choice reflects a fair dis-
tribution of designs across our entire collection. First, we wanted to
test real-world GIFs and the distribution of designs in practice is unbal-
anced and there were only several example GIFs in specific categories.
Second, the construction of a data-GIF is complicated, and altering a
design factor can inevitably influence others. For example, it is hard to
change a faceting data-GIF to show a temporal process while preserving
other factors. It is hard to untangle all the characteristics and propose
fully controlled samples. Third, to our knowledge, no prior study on
data-GIFs indicate which design factors are more worth studying and
comparing. We consider our study as a first step towards the under-
standing of data-GIFs, and collect general observations and preliminary
statistics. Future studies can use our design space to manually generate
data-GIFs and control for individual designs.
4.2 Participants and Experimental Setup
Participants. We recruited 18 participants by disseminating adver-
tisements through emails and at online social groups. To ensure that
the participants have experience in animated GIFs and have a certain
level of visualization literacy, they were pre-screened through several
self-reported questions in emails before finally inviting them to the
interviews. As a result, we recruited 18 participants (8 males and 10
females, aged ranging from 19 to 28, mean: 23.7). They reported
their frequency in reading or using animated GIFs on social media
platforms (6 daily, 9 every three or four days, and 3 weekly). The
familiarity with data charts was diverse (1 7), but all had a basic
visualization literacy. Participants came from various backgrounds,
including visualization postgraduates (4), digital media students (3),
information engineering students (3), environment science students (2),
software engineers (2), financial practitioners (2), UX designer (1), and
government servant (1). The participants were represented as P1-P18
in the paper, respectively. They were rewarded $10 compensation for
the interview, independent of their performance.
Procedure. The study included two major parts, i.e., a GIF reading
and describing part, and a follow-up interview part. At first, we briefly
introduced data-GIFs and provided a training session, in which we went
through the procedure with one data-GIF example. Then, we asked each
participant to read and describe 10 data-GIFs in total, since we intended
to control the interview duration within 1 hour and keep participants
active and engaged. The data-GIFs for each participant are randomly
selected from the above 20 stimulus. For each GIF, we deliberately
banned automatic repetition and instead asked participants whether they
wanted another loop. The intention was to capture viewers’ reading
experience in each loop. We decided on this procedure, based on our
pilot study where participants were first allowed to read GIFs freely (i.e.,
repeat automatically), but we found that they did not say much in the
first several loops and began to talk when they had an initial idea, which
was not as expected. Specifically, we first played the GIF once, then hid
the GIF and asked participants to describe as much as what they had
seen, e.g., visual variables and their meanings. During the description,
they were encouraged to verbalize any insights they saw on the GIF, as
well as their confusions and comments towards the design. After their
description, we would ask whether they wanted another loop. If they
said like “I want to see it one more time”, we played the GIF once again
and repeated the description task. Otherwise, they might reply “I cannot
find anything more” or “I think I’ve got all the information” and move
to the next GIF. After reading 10 GIFs, we asked participants about their
opinions on data-GIFs, e.g., what contributes to their understanding
and which roles data-GIFs play compared with other media. All the
interviews were audio-recorded and lasted 50 minutes on average. The
study was run on the Chrome browser at a 13-inch MacBook Pro.
4.3 Findings
We finally collected 180 responses for total 20 GIFs (9 responses for
each GIF) and then decoded their description. Informed by the cod-
ing scheme for data interpretation talk [48], we coded the recordings
according to a) which visual design they described, b) how they in-
terpreted the encoding, and c) whether they correctly interpreted it.
Some interpretations for visual designs were accompanied with another
information, i.e., their feedback toward this design. It should be noted
that we coded viewers’ description with regard to each visual encoding,
instead of the number of their findings or analytical results. This is
because data-GIFs can present a core message with multiple additional
information, and we did not require participants to find all possible
insights. We considered the understandability of data-GIFs based on
whether the visual encodings could be correctly understood. In addition,
we corresponded their description to each repetition and counted the
total times of repetition for each GIF.
Goal 1: Reading Experience
To gain insights into viewers’ reading experience of data-GIFs, we
began with analyzing repetition times and comparing differences of
viewers’ descriptions between each repetition. 134 responses (74%)
played the GIF more than once, with 77 responses (31%) played exactly
twice. The average repetition for 20 GIFs was 2.17 times. It showed
that viewers were likely to engage in the repetition (P7:“One more
time. I wanted to see whether there are any other interesting things”
and P3:“I would like to check my understanding”). In the follow-up
interviews with those asking for another repetition, when we asked
whether they would replay the content if it was a video, all of them
reported no (P13: “It was troublesome especially when it was on the
mobile” and P7: “Since it was automatically repeated that I cannot
help but read it one more time”). P2 further explained “but if it was
important information, I would replay the video. The reason may be
that the information the GIF currently shows is not essential to me”.
However, this behavior only existed in those easy-to-understand
data-GIFs which could be interpreted by viewers within the first or
second loops and formed an initial idea about the conclusion. Among
those responses with more than 3 repetitions (8%), most struggled
to understand the GIF and thus felt upset and bored, let alone further
exploration (P8: “It was terrible. I still didn’t understand even after five
loops.”). We also asked them about their opinions to change the GIF
into a video. Their responses depended (P13: “I was not sure. Maybe I
would pause to check the content, or I would even not open that.” and
P15: “If it was a video, I expect an accompanying audio-explanation,
otherwise it was same to me.”). In other words, effective data-GIFs
could ignite viewers’ passion to understand and explore more with
additional repetitions, thereby encouraging us to explore the designs
that make data-GIFs understandable.
Next, we compared the differences of viewers’ description in each
loop. Typically, most responses could describe the first correct inter-
pretation at the first repetition. Viewers would shift their attention
and notice details which were different from their previous focuses in
subsequent repetitions. By analyzing those responses who did not fully
interpret the GIF at the first loop, we found that participants might first
guess the meaning of animation based on their experience, and validate
their descriptions later by reading the text, but some even misunder-
stood ultimately. They would give a description after each loop, but
added like “I will check the x-axis (or y-axis, text) next to see if it’s
correct.” In addition, a special example was Fig. 4c where both P2 and
P17 at first described it showed the relation between ages and weights
even if there was no any hints indicating ages. Although they corrected
their descriptions at the second repetition after reading the labels, we
asked about their initial misunderstanding. Both said they had read
news/stories about the relations between ages and weights before. For
Fig. 2d, P4 still thought it revealed the temporal process of the increase
of the cases after watching two repetitions. When telling her the true
meaning, she said she thought it was similar to the bar chart racing.
This also inspired us to further investigate design factors that would
mislead the understanding of data-GIFs.
Goal 2: Insights into the Design Factors
Viewers show diverse levels of perception on data-GIFs of differ-
ent animation encoding. Specifically, identifying the temporal pro-
cess in data-GIFs was commonly not difficult for participants. However,
it was more challenging for viewers to read a faceting data-GIF, which
usually required two or three repetitions for them to extract the relation-
ships between frames. P14 commented “The transition between frames
did not help me identify the connections. I had to remember.” Narrative
data-GIFs were considered as step-by-step presentations. P1 enjoyed
the way the GIF (Fig. 2c) “unfolds an embellished visualization in the
narrative timeline.” However, we found setup data-GIFs (Fig. 2d) can
be ambiguous, which might be mistakenly linked to time. P4, P11, and
P17 all thought it revealed a temporal process. P17 said, “Cases in
Japan grew quickly at first”, since she related the growing process of
the bar to the increasing speed. Although P3 correctly interpreted that
the GIF was to set up the visualization, she felt disappointed, “I first
thought it would show the temporal process and focused on the speed.
But the speed didn’t show any meaning, did it?” P2, P3, and P6 all
mentioned that it was “a waste of time” to play and even repeat the
setup animation in GIFs. This supports Amini et al.’s suggestion [8] to
use setup animation with care given the delays it can introduce.
Preserving previous data helps identify subtle trends. Context
preservation designs such as baseline, trails, and long exposure were
basically well-received for the ease of comparison. This allowed par-
ticipants to report on detailed trends with these designs. For example,
in Fig. 3d, the context (temperature changes of previous years) was
preserved through the growing colored line, which made it easy to
identify that the temperature did not always increase with a short cool-
ing period. P15 further complemented, “This GIF preserves previous
data, so that I could easily find the evolving process.” However, the
preserved context could bring cognitive pressure as well, such as visual
clutter and extra encoding interpretation. For example, participants felt
difficulty in understanding overview design (Fig.3c) whose gray points
indicated the upcoming years, thereby providing a summary of data. P1
said, “It’s useless. I noticed it after I understood the GIF.” P3 talked
about her confusions at the first repetition, “what do the color show?
the yellow, green, red, and gray points”.
Viewers want the explicit start and end for a repetition. Most
GIFs do not have a specific designs for repetition, which can make it
difficult to differentiate the starting and ending point of a repetition. In
data-GIFs, many participants did not like this seamless loop design (“I
cannot find when the story starts”). In contrast, pauses at the end of the
loop were appreciated. P4 said, “It gave me time to check the content
of the GIF, and I could become accurately aware of a complete loop”.
Narrative progress also helped viewers to identify a loop. In Fig. 2a,
the line chart on the top-right corner of the U.S. map shows the increase
of the total cases over time. P14 said, “It works as a progress bar and
seems to provide an orientation about the progress”. However, for
those GIFs (GIF-13 and GIF-14 in the supplementary materials) whose
last frame did not subsume important information, some participants
thought the pauses would not be much useful. P15 commented, “I
cannot get any conclusion. The pause (at the last frame) did not provide
any help to reflect on the process.” Considering the GIF itself, the end
frame had low information density, which only indicated a simple final
state but lost the information in the progress. A possible better design
was to incorporate the previous data or take-home messages in the
end frame, enabling viewers to gain more information when it paused.
There also existed the exception which presented the periodic change
of population in the Manhattan city. The direct loops shaped an effect
of “pulse” and attracted viewers. As for bounce designs, it could be
hard for participants to understand. In Fig. 4c, four participants failed
in identifying the correct trend after three repetitions (i.e., consider the
backwards animation as part of the trend), while two participants at
first misunderstood it but corrected later. Possible reasons could be that
backwards animation was not clearly distinguished and without visual
guidance. P15 complained, “why does the GIF need it?”, while P7
thought it facilitates the comparison between the end and start.
In summary, we concluded that 1) participants understood a temporal
data-GIF intuitively and might mistakenly link the setup animation with
the time; 2) context preservation helped find subtle trends but might
exert extra pressure such as visual clutter and context interpretation; 3)
repetition should show the start and end of a loop explicitly.
5 ONLINE STUDY
Informed by the interviews, we find participants have varied levels
of understanding to different data-GIFs, especially for several design
factors. To examine the differences of different design factors on the
understandability, we conduct a large scale online study with represen-
tative data-GIFs, aiming to capture specific factors that make a data-GIF
understandable and inform the design of effective data-GIFs. We use
the same set of data-GIFs as those utilized in the interviews for better
comparison and analysis of results. The quantitative results should be
carefully interpreted given the choice of our 20 GIFs (Sec. 4.1).
5.1 Hypotheses
Based on our preliminary user study and literature support [12, 16, 38],
we propose the following hypotheses:
• H-VISUALIZATION: A data-GIF containing basic visualization (e.g.,
map, bar, and line charts) is most understandable (F1), since viewers
could comprehend the visualization easily.
• H-PROGRESS: A data-GIF with the narrative progress is more un-
derstandable (F2), as it can provide an orientation within the GIF.
• H-ANIMATION: A data-GIF showing the temporal process is most
understandable (F3), since animation are commonly used to convey
temporal changes [34] and viewers intuitively will link animation to
time according to our interviewers.
• H-CONTEXT: A data-GIF without context preservation is least un-
derstandable (F4), as it requires viewers’ mental map to remember
the previous data.
• H-REPETITION: A data-GIF with pause is most understandable
(F5), since it differentiates the start and end of a repetition explicitly
according to our interviews.
5.2 Participants and Experimental Setup
Participants. The experiment was hosted on the Qualtrics survey
platform. We distributed the survey through multiple methods, e.g.,
sending emails, inviting participants on visualization-related seminars
in a research institution, posting on social media and a campus BBS
(Bulletin Board System). We showcased compelling data-GIFs with a
brief introduction and told the duration (approximately 15 minutes) and
incentives of the study. Participants took part in the study voluntarily,
and successful participants were invited to a lottery for a $5 Amazon
voucher. We provided the reward for the 30% participants. The dis-
tribution method and lottery-based incentives were decided to attract
more self-directed subjects who participated mainly because of their
interests and generate more open-ended feedback [36]. In total, 100
participants (mean age: 24.4; SD: 2.77) completed our survey. Given
participants’ ability to read data charts, 4% indicated no knowledge,
31% with basic knowledge, 47% intermediate, and 18% expert. 51%
participants reported more than six hours of daily online browsing.
Procedure. The study began with a brief description of data-GIFs,
along with the experiment details and its duration (around 15 minutes
for total 5 sessions). For each session, participants first saw the title of
the upcoming data-GIF for 10 seconds, and then watched the GIF (ran-
domly selected from the 20 samples) repeating three times continuously.
We decided the duration and repetition times based on our experience
from previous interviews. Later, we hid the GIF, and participants were
directed to a questionnaire page. Questions for each GIF included:
a) two 5-point Likert scores for how well they could follow the GIF
before and after the questionnaire, ranging from not at all (1) to very
well (5); b) two open-ended questions listing up elements which helped
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Fig. 5. Results for the understandability regarding each design factor
with means and 95% CIs. Frequency shows the appearance times of
each design choice in 20 samples. Pair-wise comparisons with statistical
significance (after Bonferroni correction) are linked with arcs.
or hindered the understanding, respectively; and c) three multi-choice
questions about content and encoding understanding, which were pro-
posed based on the GIFs’ source articles and our interview feedback,
and pre-tested through pilot studies. Each question had five options,
including four answer possibilities and “I don’t know”. The questions
can be found in the supplementary materials. After finishing 5 GIFs,
they were asked to fill out a short demographic form.
Data collection. To avoid viewers’ prior knowledge influencing the
results, we asked whether they have seen any of the GIFs before the
questionnaire. However, we did not want this question to influence
participants’ behaviors during the study. Thus, we still asked them
to complete the questions, but did not consider their responses in our
analysis. Finally, we had an average of 23.8 responses per GIF (SD:
3.5; total 476 responses for 20 GIFs) and the average accuracy across
all questions and GIFs was 60.1%. Three types of data from the ques-
tionnaire were further analyzed: (1) accuracy from multiple-choice
comprehension questions; (2) subjective scores of viewers’ understand-
ings; and (3) qualitative feedback about influencing design factors.
5.3 Findings: What Makes a Data-GIF Understandable?
The goal of this analysis is to find the contributing design factors
and validate the hypothesis. We follow the similar statistical analysis
method as Borkin et al. [16] and evaluates the statistical significance
of the understandability with different design factors. In our work,
understanding is measured as the accuracy of multi-choice questions
in the questionnaire about the GIF content. As the accuracy scores in
our data are not normally distributed, we use KRUSKAL-WALLIS test
for each design factor. Furthermore, we use WILCOXON TWO-SIDED
test for the pair-wise comparison within each factor, and consider
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. We report the sample
means and 95% confidence intervals in Fig. 5.
VISUALIZATION TYPES As shown in Fig. 5, we observe a signifi-
cant difference between the understanding of data-GIFs and chart types
(p<0.05). Flow diagrams [37] show the highest accuracy (mean=.80),
although it is not statistically significant compared to maps and bars
(p>0.003). After qualitatively viewing participants’ responses for el-
ements helping and hindering the understanding, most indicate that
both the animation (flowing from the source to the target) and steps
(showing each flow one by one) help. Possible explanations can be that
animation in the flow diagram works as a visual metaphor explaining
the encoding of flow diagrams, which facilitates the understanding.
Meanwhile, many responses also criticize that this GIF design lacks fo-
cuses. On the other hand, we see area and point charts are significantly
less understandable than the others (p-value all less than 0.003). Most
responses complain that the visualization types are hard to understand
(e.g., “involving multiple variables or dimensions” and “cannot under-
stand x (y)-axis”). Back to these GIFs with area (Fig. 4a) and point
charts (e.g., Fig. 3c), we find animation here does not help explain
the visualization and even complicates the GIF by adding another data
dimension such as time. These complex visualization types are less
understandable, which we think can help accept H-VISUALIZATION.
NARRATIVE PROGRESS Data-GIFs with narrative progress show
a slightly higher accuracy (mean=.62) than those without it (mean=.59).
However, there are no significant differences between them (p>0.05),
which rejects H-PROGRESS. We check the questions asking about
the narrative progress (“What is the meaning of the line chart?” for
Fig.2a), most responses are correct (81.8%). We also find participants
frequently mention the progress bar design in the open-ended questions
asking elements which assist in the understanding of those GIFs with
narrative progress. But some responses criticize that the narrative
progress design is “a little far from the map (the major body of the
GIF)”, which distracts their attention and they have to watch two
changing things meanwhile. Regarding the roles of narrative progress
(i.e., provide the orientation within the GIF), although it is easy to
understand and improves the reading experience, viewers still get stuck
in understanding other parts of the GIF which are not explained in the
narrative progress. For example, in Fig. 3c, the timeline on the top only
provides limited help for the understanding of the scatter plots.
ANIMATION ENCODING Fig.5 shows a significant difference for
animation mapping (p<0.001). Setup is the least accurate with sta-
tistical significance (p-value all less than 0.008). It is consistent with
the interview results that viewers are likely to misunderstand setup
animation and relate the process to specific data context. However,
when comparing temporal with faceting, we could not confidently say
temporal is better than faceting (p=0.053), although the former has a
higher mean accuracy. To examine the details, we check the scores
participants rate for their understanding and find viewers might be less
confident about the faceting data-GIFs than the temporal ones. Faceting
has a lower score (mean=3.12) compared to temporal (mean=3.71). It
corresponds to their qualitative feedback, as many complain it is “hard
to compare between frames”. Consequently, we think temporal and
faceting are the most understandable, narrative in between, and setup
the least understandable, which partially rejects H-ANIMATION. De-
spite no significant difference between temporal and faceting, viewers
are more confident about temporal data-GIFs than faceting.
CONTEXT PRESERVATION We find there is a statistically signifi-
cant effect of context preservation techniques on the understanding of
data-GIFs (p<0.05). However, through pairwise comparison, we can-
not find a context preservation design significantly better than the others
(p>0.005), which also rejects H-CONTEXT. There are no obvious dif-
ferences in accuracy for no context preservation, baseline, and long
exposure (mean=.60, .60, .61, respectively), while overview presents
the lowest mean accuracy (mean=.46). It indicates that inappropriate
context design could be even worse than no context preservation, since
it requires attention and efforts for viewers to notice and interpret the
preserved context. However, the duration of a data-GIF could be short,
thus making it hard for viewers to perceive them all at once. Especially
for overview, if viewers could not notice it at first glance, it could not
play the expected roles (i.e., presenting data summary), since viewers
already see all the data before they realized the overview design.
REPETITION Results show a significant difference for repetition
(p<0.05). In Fig. 5, data-GIFs that directly loop has a higher accuracy
(mean=.65) than those who pause (mean=.58, p<0.008). It is much
different from the interview results, and rejects H-REPETITION. To
explain this, we first refer to the comprehension questions posed to
participants. The questions are designed to ask the GIF content re-
lated to the repetition, instead of the specific repetition technique (i.e.,
pause, loop, or bounce). It is because explicit questions to identify
repetition designs do not contribute to the understanding of the GIF’s
core message and also influence the viewers’ behaviours (i.e., partic-
ipants who see it once will pay extra attention after that). Besides,
although we include 10 GIFs with pauses and 7 GIFs with loop de-
signs to alleviate the bias from other factors, the experiment is still
not strictly controlled, which can potentially affect the results. When
referring to the qualitative feedback from participants, many responses
appreciate the pause designs can facilitate comprehension and improve
the reading experience (e.g., “pauses give me time to re-think” and
“it makes me feel better and comfortable”). This reminds us to think
about whether loop can make viewers more focused on the GIF, thus
improving comprehension. Moreover, participants’ feedback varies
given different last frame designs of GIFs. For example, they think
highly of GIFs that pause obviously at the last frame which subsumes
important information from the repetition (e.g., the end frame in Fig. 3d
preserves the whole information). Thus, viewers could examine what
happens from the last frame and re-think the conclusion. Otherwise, it
“interrupts my reading and I lose patience when waiting”, as mentioned
in one response. Regarding this, we think future studies can conduct a
rigorously controlled experiment in the repetition design, since repe-
tition is an essential factor in data-GIFs. Better design solutions can
be derived from such studies to decide the interval length between two
loops and the GIF duration, as well as the design of the last frame.
6 DISCUSSION
This section presents our design suggestions, followed by the discus-
sions about limitations of our study and the roles of data-GIFs.
6.1 Design Suggestions
Based on our findings of the survey and two user studies, we summarize
the following design suggestions for creating effective data-GIFs.
Use animation to convey temporal process. Our survey
shows that animation in data-GIFs is used to convey different
meanings, e.g., temporal, faceting, narrative, and setup. View-
ers tend to conflate frames with time, even for non-temporal GIFs, such
as regarding narrative as a presentation over time. Meanwhile, despite
the similar accuracy between faceting and temporal, viewers feel more
confident to follow a temporal data-GIF.
Preserve context. Preserving previous data visually supports
the comparison and identification of subtle trends. However,
inappropriate context preservation may cause visual clutter
and bring extra cognition pressure that lowers the understandability.
A suggestion is to carefully consider the context preservation design
regarding the data features and intention of the GIF. For example, trails
in Fig. 3b tally well with the data context (i.e., bird migration), while
long exposure in Fig. 3d aims to show the temperature fluctuation.
Leverage the end frame via a pause. In general, we find
viewers attach importance to the end frame (e.g., they expect
obvious prompts for the end of the repetition and appreciate
the pause at the end). Although the online study shows that the pause
may not improve the understandability, it does not indicate the use-
lessness of the end frame. It instead requires a careful design to make
pause valuable. For example, the pause in Fig.4b allows viewers to
examine the previous content. However, for Fig.2b, even if it pauses at
the end frame (i.e., showing the curve of a country), it does not bring
many benefits for deriving conclusions or recalling contents. An idea
to leverage the end frame of a GIF is to subsume important information
(e.g., previous data or take-home messages) and make it memorable.
progress
Incorporate narrative progress. Integrating the narrative
progress design provides the preview and orientation within
the GIF. Although the results do not show a significant effect
on the understandability of data-GIFs, viewers express the preference of
narrative progress that helps the understanding. In addition, elaborate
narrative progress can also help present the climax (e.g., Fig.2a shows
a sharp increase of total cases on the line chart and ignite emotions).
Structure visual content carefully. Based on our observa-
tions from interviews (Sec. 4.3), viewers’ reading experience
shares commonality, i.e., guess-first, details on demand. They
will guess the meaning of animation at first glance and formulate an un-
derstanding of what they have seen, since animation quickly grabs their
attention. Then, they will try to examine text and legends. If the initial
guess confirms, they are likely to begin an active exploration; otherwise,
they will struggle. Thus, a possible suggestion is to shape data-GIFs in
a clear structure that supports a rapid reading and understanding.
6.2 Study Limitations and Reflection
We see our work as a first step toward understanding and assessing
(real-world) data-GIFs. The study still has several limitations.
Towards controlled studies. Our results, especially the quantitative
analysis, should be carefully interpreted in the study context of our
representative set of 20 GIFs. This selection is decided to reduce the
study’s complexity and work with real-world GIFs of diverse design
factors. As mentioned in Sec. 4.1, we acknowledge that the designs
across the evaluated GIFs were limited and may have few samples of
a given design, which can affect the results. However, it is hard to
balance and include all characteristics, especially given the large design
space of data-GIFs in both visualization and animation. Our goal was to
run a first informative study using real-world data-GIFs and to inform
more controlled studies in future.
Impact of other design factors. In addition to the proposed design
factors, other factors may also affect comprehension of data-GIFs. For
example, visual complexity and the amount of information on compre-
hension are complicated concepts, especially in animated formats like
data-GIFs which present content over time and introduce a multitude
of information with the GIF playing. Another possible factor might be
the duration. Our current results suggest that GIFs with relatively long
duration are likely to have high accuracy (seen in the supplementary
materials). However, long GIFs may bring other problems such as en-
gagement, which requires further research. Finally, showing different
GIFs with sometimes similar-but-different design decisions—e.g., the
bar grow in setup animation is coincidentally similar to the bar chart
race animation—may lead to misinterpretations. We acknowledge that
this kind of setup animation might not be optimally designed and the
results should be taken with care. However, visualization is a field full
of such “false friends” [66]. Other factors like text, information density,
and speed of animation may also influence the understandability. The
exploration on these factors is beyond the scope of this paper, but our
study provides many pointers to designing more controlled studies for
future works to investigate and quantify these phenomena.
Ensuring response quality. As mentioned in Sec. 5.2, the online
study aims to attract self-directed participants who are interested in
data-GIFs [36] through multiple methods to improve the response
quality. The descriptive feedback and competition time indicate that
most responses are qualified. Although the crowdsourcing platform
may collect more responses, it is hard to control the experiment context
and quality, e.g., where participants took part in the study as well as
other distracting factors [15]. Especially, we cannot directly exclude
responses with low accuracy, since misunderstanding responses may
indicate ineffective GIF designs in our studies. We hope future work
can propose more methods to ensure response quality.
6.3 Data-GIFs for Data-driven Storytelling
Understanding the speciality of data-GIFs. Given the growing pop-
ularity of data-GIFs, our initial research question emerges about the
fundamental differences between GIFs and other data-driven story-
telling mediums. From carrying out these explorations in this work, we
gain preliminary insights into the particularity of data-GIFs.
First, data-GIFs are between pictures and videos. Based on our inter-
view feedback (Sec. 4.3), the GIF format with a sequence of frames
and motion effects is considered more suitable to communicate process
and attract attention. Specifically, most data-GIFs are designed to show
a temporal process, especially a spatial-temporal process which can
be complicated in one picture. Besides, participants appreciated the
data-GIFs for narrative animation as “complementing” a static visu-
alization with step-by-step reading guidance. Context preservation
techniques track changes among frames, allowing viewers to discern
details and extract potential insights from the pacing. The characteris-
tics of automatic play and repeat direct viewers’ attention to GIFs [12]
and further examine content in multiple loops. In addition, the repre-
sentation of animated GIFs is similar to videos but is shorter and lacks
audio-narrated explanation and control of playing progress. These char-
acteristics make GIFs work as a simplified version of videos, which
are more accessible with a relative small file size and a single core
message. Therefore, we can see data-GIFs as an intermediate format
between pictures and videos, where multiple frames enriche content
and the video-like animation engages and explains.
Second, data-GIFs are between exploration and explanation. From
our interviews (Sec. 4.3), we observed that data-GIFs can encourage
viewers to actively explore the details of GIFs in automatic repetition,
even after understanding the main message. Viewers prefer GIFs that
allow them to gain more information from repetitions. Meanwhile,
data-GIFs are a very author-driven medium and are mostly designed to
explain authors’ messages. Thus, data-GIFs work for both exploration
and explanation, where the animation drives the viewers to interpret
and explore the GIF spontaneously and the content is self-explainable.
Despite these, a formative comparison of GIFs to other data-driven
storytelling mediums is still required, which would shed light on the
opportunities and limitations of GIFs for communication. Future works
can investigate the design and speciality of data-GIFs deeply.
Data-GIFs as a promising medium. The natural follow-up ques-
tion is whether data-GIFs can be a promising storytelling medium. As
animated GIFs are widely used as visual memes in social media and
possess characteristics for engagement and virality [12], we wonder
how data-GIFs leverage the GIF’s strengths for attracting and engaging
a wide range of audiences. Although it is beyond the scope of the paper,
we see our findings provide initial evidence. For example, viewers
responded they would see the GIF repeating and actively explore the
details while they may feel reluctant to interact with videos. This in-
spires the research community to further explore the usage scenarios
for different storytelling mediums [20].
Opportunities for authoring data-GIFs. Another research prob-
lem is authoring data-GIFs. There are many online GIF maker tools
(e.g., GIPHY [30]), which create animated GIFs by trimming video
clips or adding multiple photos. However, both approaches are not
suitable for creating data-GIFs starting from data. The tool support for
data-GIFs is still in its infancy. Recently, Google published a tool [31]
that supports the data-GIF creation with only three basic setup data-
GIFs. We hope our corpus and design suggestions could shed light on
the future authoring tool design with new and customizable templates.
7 CONCLUSION
Motivated by the growing popularity of data-GIFs for communicating
data stories on social media, we begin by asking what makes a data-GIF
understandable to its audiences. We conduct a systematic survey of 108
data-GIFs and two exploratory user studies with total 118 participants
that examine the impacts of different design factors on the understand-
ing of data-GIFs. Our results identify a set of design factors that have
an impact on the understandability of data-GIFs, and also offer valuable
design suggestions for creating more effective data-GIFs.
In this work, we focus on studying data-GIFs in the wild, but further
research could generalize the results on larger studies with generated
and controlled data-GIFs. Beyond understandability, future studies
could explore other metrics of data-GIFs such as engagement and
socials given the wide use and virality on social media. We hope our
work could inspire further studies on using and creating data-GIFs for
data-driven storytelling, and inform the future authoring tool design.
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